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The ‘Evil Child’ in Literature, Film and Popular Culture. Karen J. Renner (ed.).
New York: Routledge, 2013. 191 pages.

The evil child is an unsettling force whose very presence suggests a destabilisation
of humanity. The ‘Evil Child’ In Literature, Film and Popular Culture (originally
published as two special issues of Literature Interpretation Theory, 2011) explores
the many facets of this phenomenon, drawing mainly on horror films, but also
on popular literary texts and television shows. The strength of the collection
lies in its cohesiveness: it is at once unafraid to reiterate and contradict within
its disparate pieces. This reiteration adds to the overarching discussion of the
volume, strengthening the case it makes for the centrality of this trope, and
opening up many of the same texts through different lenses and approaches.
The result is a strong and provocative anthology.

Renner’s introduction sets the tone for the collection, establishing a
foundational background for this discussion as she traces the rise of the evil
child trope, identifies the various forms found within the trend, and links these
to developments in the modern world. Renner establishes a cohesive arc for the
many essays that follow, suggesting links between topics as disparate as Rosemary’s

Baby and the television series Supernanny as she frames the evil or out-of-control
child as an almost supernatural force. Renner concludes by suggesting that an
element of catharsis in the figure of the evil child, as a culturally taboo figure,
allows for the articulation of culturally taboo frustrations. ‘Perhaps in an era so
entirely child- and family-focused, resentment is being secretly harbored about
the expectations that children require never-ending devotion and bring complete
fulfilment, and perhaps these films are expressing it’ (21).

Reinforcing Renner’s introductory arguments, the essays are organized to
effectively build a strong and unified whole. While many address the same films
and texts, different focuses keep repetition to a minimum. Steffen Hantkes’ ‘The
Visual Construction of the Monstrous Infant in Horror Film’ explores tensions
in the actual depiction of evil babies, juxtaposing Rosemary’s Baby with It’s Alive.
Hantkes considers the psychological ramifications of each film, as Rosemary’s Baby,
through the denial of the image of the infant, can be read as a tale of hysteria
rather than the supernatural, while It’s Alive forces a direct confrontation with an
evil, murderous child. Hantkes suggests that each treatment enables a different
consideration of parental responsibility, as each film centres on a parent’s struggle
with their evil, or potentially evil, offspring, rather than the eponymous baby of
Polanski’s film or the often-concealed baby of It’s Alive.

Daniel Sullivan and Jeff Greenberg’s ‘A Psychological Analysis of Doris
Lessing’s The Fifth Child’ develops this link between parents and evil offspring
further. Drawing on Terror Management Theory, Sullivan and Greenberg
consider anxieties surrounding the evil child as mechanisms of the desire
for immortality through children and legacy, which they link cogently with
Kristeva’s theory of abjection. William Wandless’s ‘Unsettling Ethics and the
Representation of Evil’ draws more specifically on ideas of acceptability in these
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narratives, pointing to the different ways in which films attempt to explain evil
children, or to blame parents for the otherwise nihilistic violence of the evil child.

The fifth chapter in the anthology, Holly Blackford’s ‘The Riddle of the
Evil Child in Harry Potter and the Half-Blood Prince’, signals a shift in the thrust of
the anthology, opening up a consideration of a new set of texts and films and
introducing a new set of readings and approaches. Blackford’s is an adventurous
piece, which utilizes a queer-reading to complicate the rationale behind Tom
Riddle’s indiscriminate evil. Blackford points to the value-system of Hogwarts
as enabling and rewarding the qualities which later become central to Riddle’s
evil, and draws parallels between Tom Riddle and Harry Potter to explore how
the educational institution works to create, but then distance itself from, the evil
child.

Meheli Sen’s ‘Undoing Modernity in Recent Bollywood Cinema’ argues
for the modern Bollywood horror film as a vehicle of cultural critique,
which identifies horrific potential in the effects of Western globalization and
Indian modernization. This broad-ranging essay tackles gender, economy,
and procreation rights in a nuanced and ambitious piece. This gendered
consideration feeds well into Sara Williams’s ‘Holy Water, Hysteria, and the
Oedipal Psychodrama in The Exorcist’, which considers the adaptation from book
to film, and the different psychoanalytic readings of the possessed female that this
transition enables.

This consideration brings us to the penultimate chapter, Robin Hoffman’s
‘The Hostile Fetus in Rosemary’s Baby and Alien’, which is one of the strongest
inclusions in an already strong anthology. Hoffman discusses the advent of
the ultrasound in the 1960s and 70s, bringing the discussion back to issues
of representation and the evil infant, and tracing the ways in which this new
imaging technology was used to fuel debate over contraception and abortion.
Reading Rosemary’s Baby and Alien in the context of this historical background,
Hoffman argues that each film acts to articulate a profound fear of the foetus, as
the power of the foetal-image threatens the agency of the mother’s body.

Cetherine Fowler and Rebecca Kambuta’s ‘Supernanny, the Unruly Child,
and Adulthood in Crisis’ underscores the adventurous scope of this anthology.
In an exploration of out-of-control children, the essay traces a similar shift seen
in earlier essays. Parents are made responsible for their children’s misbehaviour
and this culpability becomes comforting: providing a reality-television solution to
the problem of bad children, and transmuting the threat of evil children to that
of the undisciplined child.

The Evil Child is an excellent introduction to the subject of childhood evil,
and a valuable tool for students and researchers alike. Its strength lies in its
multifaceted approach, perhaps best seen in its continued treatment of the
seminal Rosemary’s Baby. As various essays read the film in markedly different
ways, the anthology creates nuanced insights into a film that prompts many deep-
seated and disparate cultural responses.

The evil child is a fraught, often taboo topic, whose presence tends to suggest
nihilism, fragmentation, and adult uncertainty. Embracing the open-ended
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nature of this trope, and acknowledging the powerful ambivalence that often
permeates narratives of evil children, The Evil Child is a strong and well-edited
volume, whose chapters comprise a lucid and thoughtful contribution to the field.
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